BOOK CLUB KIT

Dear Readers,
Thank you for choosing my new novel, The Lifeguards. I can’t wait to hear what you think
of the ending (more below) and how you choose to celebrate the book and female friendships. I hope you’ll mix up a pitcher of margaritas and put out some chips and queso dip.
(You’ll find my favorite queso recipe in this book club kit!)
The idea for the novel came to me when I called my fifteen-year-old son one summer afternoon and he told me he was jumping the cliffs in the greenbelt near our home. I hadn’t
known there were cliffs, I didn’t know who he was with, and I realized with a shock that
he was no longer my baby. Even worse: I was no longer a teenager tasting freedom. I had
become a mom worrying at home. So while the book is a murder mystery, it’s also about
motherhood and friendship.
These emotions led me to examine my “mom friendships,” and how they’d been formed
and were changing. Who were we all, now that we’d been forged into moms . . . and our
boys were growing apart from us? What if we were forced to choose between our love for
each other . . . and protecting our families?
The Lifeguards is my love letter to Austin, and I had a magical time researching this novel
and getting to immerse myself in my city: I interviewed police officers, ate breakfast tacos
and BBQ, mapped out hiking trails, had vulnerable conversations with my friends, and
visited glamorous Open Houses and design showrooms. (I even researched “doomsday
bunkers!”)
And the ending! Let’s just say I wrote it a few different ways. I hope I can visit online book
clubs and share all the possibilities I mapped out as I discovered who Liza, Annette, and
Whitney truly were . . . and who they were meant to be.
Please be in touch! I can be emailed through my web site and I can’t wait to hear your
thoughts about my novel, the ending, and your favorite margarita and queso dip recipes!
Yours,
Amanda

DISCUSSION QUesTIONS
1.

Between Whitney, Annette, and Liza, which character did you most relate to or empathize with? Did your perception of the characters change
at all as you read and, if so, how?

2. Parenthood is a significant theme throughout the book. Discuss each
mother’s relationship with her son. How are their relationships different?
Similar? Why do you think the author chose for her main characters to
be mothers?
3. Discuss the themes of protection and sacrifice. How did you feel each
character navigated these issues?
4. Which scene in the book stuck with you the most?
5. What did you think about the Detective’s storyline? Why do you think
his story was included?
6. How do money, class, and privilege play into this story?
7.

The Lifeguards is written with alternating points of view. What did you
think of this structural choice? Did it create more suspense for you?

8. The author specifically chose Austin as the setting. How did you feel
that played into the plot? If you imagine you were to write a novel about
where you live, what characteristics would you give your own setting?
9. Talk about the various real-life elements (message boards, texts, flyers,
news bulletins) that the author incorporated. How did they influence
your experience of this story?
10. Discuss the ending of the novel. Were you surprised to learn the truth?

R EC I P E S

“Mom Margs”
INGREDIENTS:
• 2 oz. blanco tequila

• Salt for rim (optional)

• Juice of 1 whole lime

• Lime wedge, for garnish

• ½ oz. triple sec, preferably Cointreau

INSTRUCTIONS
Fill a cocktail shaker with ice and add tequila, lime juice, and triple sec.
Shake. Pour, with the ice, into a highball or footed glass (salt rim first if you like).
Garnish with wedge of lime.

RECIPE CREDIT: THE NEW YORK TIMES COOKING

A manda Eyre Ward’s favorite queso,
from Austin’s iconic Matt’s El Rancho
INGREDIENTS:
		 For the Meat
• 8 oz. ground beef (225 g)
• ¼ cup finely diced red bell pepper (35 g)
• ¼ cup finely diced onion (35 g)
• 1 stalk celery, finely diced
• ½ tsp. granulated garlic powder
• ½ tsp. ground cumin
• 1 tsp. salt
• 1 tsp. black pepper

For the Queso
• 1 stalk celery, finely diced
• ¼ cup finely diced red bell pepper (35 g)
• ¼ cup finely diced white onion (35 g)
• ½ cup diced poblano pepper (75 g)
• ½ cup diced Roma tomato (90 g)
•

2 cups shredded or cubed American
cheese (225 g)*

For the Guacamole
• 2 ripe avocadoes, peeled,
pits removed
• Juice of ½ lemon
• ½ tsp. granulated garlic powder
• 1 tbsp. vegetable oil
• 1 small Roma tomato,
finely diced
• Salt to taste

RECIPE CREDIT: FEMALEFOODIE.COM/WPRM_PRINT/37793

INSTRUCTIONS
Meat

Heat a pot over medium heat, then add all the ingredients. Cook,
stirring, until the onion is translucent and the meat is cooked,
about 5 minutes. Most of the liquid should evaporate, but the
mixture shouldn’t be dry. Keep warm while you prepare the other
components.

Guacamole

Combine the avocados, lemon juice, granulated garlic, and oil,
mashing everything slightly. The mixture should be chunky, not
smooth. Stir in the tomato and season with salt.

Queso

Bring ¾-cup water to a boil in a small saucepan. Add the celery, bell pepper, onion, poblano, and tomato, and boil briefly to
cook everything, about 1 minute. Turn the heat down to low, and
gradually whisk in the cheese. Heat for a few minutes, stirring
constantly. If the cheese seems too thick once all melted, add
1 tablespoon of hot water at a time until the desired consistency is achieved. When all the cheese is melted and everything is
heated through and smooth, remove from the heat so it doesn’t
overcook. Do this step right before serving: If you used American
cheese the dip will separate as it cools; if you used processed
cheese it will develop a skin on top as it sits. Pour the hot queso
into a wide, shallow serving bowl. Add a scoop of meat and a
scoop of guacamole, about ½ cup of each. Do not mix. Guests
should combine the queso, guacamole, and ground beef together with tortilla chips as they eat it.

P l ay l i s t
Feels Like Summer – Childish Gambino
Lonely Boy – The Black Keys
Colors – Black Pumas
When We Were Young – Adele
Good News – Mac Miller
I Wanna Get Better – Bleachers
Kids – MGMT
We Can’t Stop – Miley Cyrus
Wildest Dreams (Taylor’s Version) – Taylor Swift
No One’s Gonna Love You – Band of Horses
Goodbye – Steve Earle
Burn the House Down – AJR
Worry No More – Amos Lee
The Rising – Bruce Springsteen
The Night Is Still Young – Billy Joel
Unholy Train – The Damnations
Dime Store Cowgirl – Kacey Musgraves
Islands in the Stream – Dolly Parton, Kenny Rogers
Next Door Neighbor Blues – Gary Clark Jr.
All American Girl – Lesly Reynaga
Louie’s Lee’s Liquor Lounge – Dale Watson and His Lone Stars
Blue Eyes Crying in the Rain – Willie Nelson
Highway Tune – Greta Van Fleet
Getaway Car – Taylor Swift
Sad Sad City – Ghostland Observatory
If I Needed You – Townes Van Zandt
Here You Come Again – Dolly Parton
Fall In – Esperanza Spalding
Carry On – fun.
Zilker – Lennon Bramlett

A va i l a b l e o n S p o t i f y

Q&A w i t h
A manda Eyre Ward
The Lifeguards is a murder mystery, but it’s also about motherhood
and friendship. How has being a mother inspired your storytelling?
Before I had children, I (like many young people . . . and especially novelists)
thought about how to be a good person, and what my purpose might be in the
world . . . where I am meant to fit in, and with whom. When I had children, I
found myself in full “mama bear” mode, wanting to protect my kids. That was
my first thought in the morning and my last thought at night—are they OK?
How can I keep them safe? So for this novel, I wanted to explore the question:
What if you are forced to choose between keeping your kids safe and being a
“good person”? In other words, how far would a mother go to protect her
children . . . would she be willing to do anything?

An unexpected and fascinating element of The Lifeguards that
grounded the reader in the story and in the Barton Hills neighborhood was your use of other media interwoven into the story—flyers,
news bulletins, chat boards, etc. What inspired this writing choice?
I love reading my neighborhood emails every morning. It’s always so fascinating to see what people are concerned with and posting about—a window into
my neighbor’s private lives. So when I decided that the Barton Hills neighborhood and Austin, TX would be characters in The Lifeguards, I had to find a way
to give them voices . . . and using listservs and other media was a way to do this.
As a reader, I love books that allow me to piece together a mystery. I have a few
books on my desk that I constantly refer to as I teach myself to write. One of
these books is Gilly MacMillan’s What She Knew, which uses diaries, letters,
and police reports to tell a riveting story.

You mentioned in your author letter that you wrote the ending a few
different ways. What was the writing and revision process like as you
worked towards the final ending? How did you know when you had
found the ending that fit the way that you wanted?
When I begin writing a novel, I open a package of multicolored index cards. I
sketch images on the cards, or jot down phrases . . . I am trying to make a plan
to somehow translate the dreamy fragments in my imagination into a world
and eventually a story on the page. I work in a “cottage” in my backyard—I use
quotation marks because it’s really a tool shed, albeit one we’ve painted and
I’ve filled with books and a blue velvet couch. So every day, when I enter my
“cottage” in pajamas and sip coffee, I pull an index card from one of my bulletin boards. (I have two bulletin boards and three white boards, not to mention
piles of books, a coffeepot, and dog treats to lure my mini schnauzers to keep
me company.)
I write pages based on whatever card I’ve chosen that day, and hope to create an
elegant, interesting story. Sometimes, I just get stuck. Around the middle of Act
Two of The Lifeguards, I couldn’t write the cards I’d planned. They just seemed .
. . wrong, especially the climax scene I’d envisioned. I went for walks, talked to
writer friends and my editor and agent, lay in bubble baths and tried to figure
out where I’d gone off-track. I typed and erased and wrote again. I went to a
motel room (my favorite trick) and completed a functional draft. (This became
the advance galley of the novel.) But then, in a dream, I saw the true ending
of the book. I woke, rewrote the end, and sent it to my editor who called and
agreed: The Lifeguards was finally—finally!—finished. I love how it all falls apart
and back together now.

What was the most unexpected part of the writing process of
The Lifeguards for you?
When I started writing The Lifeguards, it was before Reese Witherspoon had chosen my novel for her book club and before I had ever heard of the Coronavirus.
By the time I emerged from the happy Hello Sunshine whirlwind, my sons and
daughter were quarantining at home, and instead of quiet mornings writing, I
found myself struggling with Zoom math classes and stumbling upon my boys
making morning Ramen in the kitchen. So returning to my novel became an
escape. Being able to unravel a mystery—and return my characters to safety—
was an antidote to the fear of the unknown that overwhelmed me during the
pandemic. By the time I could hug my mom again in 2021, the book was done.
Writing The Lifeguards, being able to escape to a safe and sunny Austin every day,
hiking alone in the greenbelt and imagining the days when it would be filled
with friends again, was an unexpected heaven.
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